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Pacify farm update walkthrough



Written by Mayonnaise / June 23, 2020 The farm mission has an alternative ending. When you have fed all the poison chickens to Karen then pick them up in the trolley and take them to the box in the cemetery. Now grab the pan and slap that chicken (mini boss spawns). Fight your head and wait around the van.
Congratulations you found the high end! It takes a little longer than the main ending, but it was fun for my friends and me in CO-OP mode. Game: Pacify how to beat the farm (new update)! By Swifty The Farm Update Guide! Step 1: Find sn cutters in the house in front of you as soon as you spawn in the game, it will be
on the 2nd or 3rd floor (depends on the spawn)Step 2: Find angel statue on the top floor of the house, in front of the spawn (This will be used to revive/help people who were caught by the farmer)Step 3: Go around the opening map of doors that need a snout cutter (such as the barn door and door that has fertilizer
bags)Step 4: Now... there is an area in the back corner of the barn where there is a water fountain, you have to click on 'E' and it will run you some water. So after that you have to run and grab fertilizer bags from the mini house/shed near the spawn and poison the water. Step 5: Almost there.. Now you have to grab a
pan from the kitchen to the house near the spawn and hit the chickens around it and pick it up. Then put the chicken in the poisonous water and bait the farmer to eat it. (This will weaken it!) Step 6: After feeding the farmer 8/ 9 poison chickens, the farmer will fall to the ground near the spawn and must use the forklift to
escort him to the van. (AND THEN YOU WIN!) ps Sorry if it's not detailed enough... I rushed to write this whole guide ;/ Written by Mayonnaise / June 23, 2020 The farm mission has an alternative ending. When you have fed all the poison chickens to Karen then pick them up in the trolley and take them to the box in the
cemetery. Now grab the pan and slap that chicken (mini boss spawns). Fight your head and wait around the van. Congratulations you found the high end! It takes a little longer than the main ending, but it was fun for my friends and me in CO-OP mode. Game: Pacify Written by Mayonnaise / June 23, 2020 The farm
mission has an alternative ending. When you have fed all the poison chickens to Karen then pick them up in the trolley and take them to the box in the cemetery. Now grab the pan and slap that chicken (mini boss spawns). Fight your head and wait around the van. Congratulations you found the high end! It takes a little
longer than the main ending, but it was fun for my friends and me in CO-OP mode. Game: Pacify how to beat the farm (new update)! By Swifty The Farm Update Guide! Step 1: Find singing in the house in front of you as soon as you spawn in the game, it will be on the 2nd or 3rd floor (depends on spawn)Step 2: Find
statue angel on the top floor of the house, in front of the spawn (This will be used to revive/help people who were captured by the farmer) Step 3: Go the map opening doors that need a singing cutter (such as barn door and door that has fertilizer bags)Step 4: Now... there is an area in the back corner of the barn where
there is a water fountain, you have to click on 'E' and it will run you some water. So after that you have to run and grab fertilizer bags from the mini house/shed near the spawn and poison the water. Step 5: Almost there.. Now you have to grab a pan from the kitchen to the house near the spawn and hit the chickens
around it and pick it up. Then put the chicken in the poisonous water and bait the farmer to eat it. (This will weaken it!) Step 6: After feeding the farmer 8/ 9 poison chickens, the farmer will fall to the ground near the spawn and must use the forklift to escort him to the van. (AND THEN YOU WIN!) ps Sorry if it's not
detailed enough... I rushed to write this whole guide ;/ Pacify's agricultural update allows players to participate in a new mission on a new map. This is a quick guide explaining how to find the secret end of the update. Pacify is a horror game where the player is working to have paranormals help the built-in activity (PAH)
to get rid of a location of a supernatural entity. The base game has the player entering an exceptionally old house to complete various objects in order to pacify and cope with the angry spirit of a girl who will chase the player(s). But the farm upgrade added a completely new map to the game and paired it with a new
enemy and new targets. Similar to the base game, there is a secret ending available for players to find. So here's a quick guide on how to find it. Incapacitating the farmer on Pacify As with any ending, the first thing the player has to do is defeat the monster and (preferably) gather clues that allude to the monster's origins.
These hints include a box that can be used to trap evil, that water is necessary to make poison effective, an old ratchet that can activate magic in the windmill, etc. But the first thing the players have to do to get into the house. On the first or second floor of the house there must be some snout cutters that can be used to
open doors throughout the map. This includes the barn where the poison is located. In the attic is the old ratchet mentioned in one of the notes. It is an angel statue that, when carried to the windmill, can heal wounded allies. Also, grab one of the pans from inside the kitchen to kill chickens later. Behind the house is a
freshwater source that can be activated. This is the source of water that players need to dump the poison in order to create green chickens. These green chickens can be fed to the farmer to start weakening it. When enough green chickens have been fed to the farmer they will give a strong groan and start slowly liming
towards the spawning area where it will eventually faint. Players will have to grab the trolley in order to move the farmer around. From there, players can choose which ending they want to pursue. Triggering the Secret Ending in Pacify So So the box mentioned in the notes? The one said to catch evil and was probably
the box where the gluttonous husband's spirit was celebrated? It is located in the cemetery near the windmill. Take the farmer to this box. This presumably siphons the evil gluttony spirit inside the box and seals it off. After that, the secret end can be unleashed simply by returning to the van empty-handed. But fun fact:
there's a boss fighting Easter egg available with this ending. By taking the farmer to the evil sealing box, put a green chicken inside it. After a small light show there should be - no joke - a giant green chicken on the farm. It's big, neon green, and comically helpless. The bigger issue should be catching up with it as it works
so fast. But just like other chickens on the farm, the way to beat this creature is by hitting it with the pan. Although, for obvious reasons, this chicken will require multiple strokes before the keels. But once the chicken head approaches its final break, players can still approach the van and find its secret end. More
information: World of Terror: Access to all pacify mystery endings is available on Windows PC via steam. Assassin's Creed Valhalla's Best &amp;amp; Worst Characters To Romance Related Topics About The Author Paige McMullen (92 published articles) More From Paige McMullen Pacify's farm update allows players
to participate in a new mission on a new map. This is a quick guide explaining how to find the secret end of the update. Pacify is a horror game where the player is working to have paranormals help the built-in activity (PAH) to get rid of a location of a supernatural entity. The base game has the player entering an
exceptionally old house to complete various objects in order to pacify and cope with the angry spirit of a girl who will chase the player(s). But the farm upgrade added a completely new map to the game and paired it with a new enemy and new targets. Similar to the base game, there is a secret ending available for players
to find. So here's a quick guide on how to find it. Incapacitating the farmer on Pacify As with any ending, the first thing the player has to do is defeat the monster and (preferably) gather clues that allude to the monster's origins. These hints include a box that can be used to trap evil, that water is necessary to make poison
effective, an old ratchet that can activate magic in the windmill, etc. But the first thing the players have to do to get into the house. On the first or second floor of the house there must be some snout cutters that can be used to open doors throughout the map. This includes the barn where the poison is located. In the attic
is the old ratchet mentioned in one of the notes. It is a that, when carried to the windmill, can heal wounded allies. Also, grab one of the pans from inside the kitchen to kill chickens later. Behind the house is a freshwater source that can be activated. This is the source of water that players need to dump poison in order
create green chickens. These green chickens can be fed to the farmer to start weakening it. When enough green chickens have been fed to the farmer they will give a strong groan and start slowly liming towards the spawning area where they will eventually faint. Players will have to grab the trolley in order to move the
farmer around. From there, players can choose which ending they want to pursue. Triggering the secret ending on Pacify So remember that box mentioned in the notes? The one said to catch evil and was probably the box where the gluttonous husband's spirit was celebrated? It is located in the cemetery near the
windmill. Take the farmer to this box. This presumably siphons the evil gluttony spirit inside the box and seals it off. After that, the secret end can be unleashed simply by returning to the van empty-handed. But fun fact: there's a boss fighting Easter egg available with this ending. By taking the farmer to the evil sealing
box, put a green chicken inside it. After a small light show there should be - no joke - a giant green chicken on the farm. It's big, neon green, and comically helpless. The bigger issue should be catching up with it as it works so fast. But just like other chickens on the farm, the way to beat this creature is by hitting it with the
pan. Although, for obvious reasons, this chicken will require multiple strokes before the keels. But once the chicken head approaches its final break, players can still approach the van and find its secret end. More information: World of Terror: Access to all pacify mystery endings is available on Windows PC via steam.
How the GTA 6 stage will influence your radio stations and music-related topics about author Paige McMullen (92 published articles) More from Paige McMullen McMullen
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